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ABSTRACT: A measurement campaign for multidimensional diagnostics of indoor environmental quality 
(thermal, visual, aural, indoor air quality) in office environments, conducted by the Mobile Architecture and 
Built Environment Laboratory (MABEL) at Deakin University generates a vast amount of data. This data is 
saved in over 400 separate files with diverse files formats, time stamp formats and column separator 
types. The data files require processing in order to retrieve the information contained. Data handling and 
processing and report generation is time consuming, expensive and error-prone. Therefore, the generated 
database is usually not analysed completely and the full benefit of such comprehensive and expensive 
environmental measurement effort is not realized. This paper presents a computational system developed 
to support the evaluation of environments based on measurement through rapid reporting of measured 
environmental conditions, and critically reviews its development and its application to recent MABEL 
projects. 

Conference theme: effective tools for design, analysis and operation 
Keywords: environmental measurement, building diagnostic, computer-driven reporting 

INTRODUCTION 

Building diagnostics studies are conducted to identify performance shortcomings, malfunctions, functional misfits and 
ineffective operation in buildings through review of various types of information of building performance. The information 
sources might include occupant surveys, experience of service personnel, energy consumption records and 
environmental measurements. The Mobile Architecture and Built Environment Laboratory (MABEL) conducts 
environmental measurement for building diagnostics either to inform the design and commissioning of improvement 
measures in the built environment or to direct future targeted investigations with specialized measurement and data 
collection schemes. MABEL’s measurement scheme is broad and has the objective to inform about the performance of 
the environment in multiple dimensions of environmental quality. 

Data collection targeted towards such actions, either directly improving the designed structure or informing further 
investigation studies, requires a succession of steps to transform the collected data into information, which is useful to 
support the various stakeholders in evaluating environmental quality and in planning change actions based on their 
evaluation. These steps are depicted in Figure 1. 

The usefulness of information and its potential impact is obviously defined through the significance of the data it is 
generated from, but also through the appropriateness of the data presentation design in regard to intended function, 
generated knowledge type, recipient and the means of visualisation (Burkhard 2005). It is also important that the data 
and its analysis are made available at a time when it can influence the design development process. 

Knowledge is to be constructed in this process at two points: by the expert or researcher when analysing the data to 
understand the condition the data represents (Step 3) and by the client of the study when reviewing the representations 
of the findings in order to act upon them (Step 6). To generate knowledge the data has to be processed and presented in 
an appropriate form and in a timely manner. 

Figure 1: Process model of data collection, data analysis and data presentation 
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The problem (e.g. performance shortcoming) to which any later action will respond is not known in building diagnostic 
studies when the data is collected. The data presentation task is therefore driven with a process view from data 
collection towards data presentation and action, rather than demand-oriented from the required information posed by the 
intended action towards a customized data collection scheme (see Figure 1). Data processing in building diagnostic 
studies is therefore to a great extent case-independent and can be performed based on standardized procedures. The 
computational system presented in this paper uses this characteristic of building diagnostic studies in programmed data 
processing and presentation functions for projects of similar type. 

Although data processing and presentation is a vital part of the application of environmental measurement in research, 
as well as in the consulting context, it is not well represented in the literature. Norford, Rabi and Spadaro (1987) state 
that in the application of energy management systems for building diagnostics graphs are more useful than files of raw 
data. They also state that systems which only produce raw data files, which then have to be loaded into spreadsheet 
programs and processed by hand, make it too burdensome to be useful. Isaakson and Erikson (2004) argue 17 years 
later that potential energy savings of 5% to 10% through improved operation are not realized as cost-effective 
procedures, and tools to monitor and evaluate the function of HVAC-systems are missing. They argue that the time 
needed to apply such procedures and tools must be radically decreased compared to current practice. This issue is also 
addressed in the Stern Review (2006). In the discussion of the third element of change (Removal of Barriers to 
Behavioural Change) the authors state that in part energy efficiency measures are not used due to a lack of reliable 
information and transaction costs. These arguments confirm the relevance of the work present in this paper. 

A slightly different, but no less important, aspect of rapid reporting is addressed by Fountain and Huizenga (1996). They 
present a computational tool to calculate various thermal comfort indices based on a set of environmental parameters. 
They justify their work because although comfort models are available and in the public domain, they are used seldom 
outside the narrow scope of thermal comfort research, due to the lack of user-friendly interfaces. Sophisticated comfort 
models and similar information is only useful through an appropriate means of processing and representation.  

The next section discusses the steps shown in Figure 1 for a building diagnostic study based on MABEL measurement 
before the rapid reporting system is introduced in Section 2 and its development and application is reviewed in Section 3. 

1. Data collection, data analysis and data presentation 

1.1. Data collection 
The measurement scheme for data collection with MABEL is designed, tested and well understood through application in 
several building diagnostic projects in Australian buildings (Luther and Schwede 2006). In a usual MABEL project the 
environmental quality parameters listed in Table 1 are measured in three representative zones of the building and the 
weather outside the building is recorded. The measurement requires three days on site, one day for measurement in 
each building zone. The weather station is set up, if possible, some days before and taken down some days after the 
indoor measurement is conducted. The measurement requires four MABEL staff on site. However early projects involved 
more MABEL personnel (researchers and students). The usual group consists of the MABEL technician, the MABEL 
occupational hygienist, a PhD student and the MABEL director, each with assigned tasks and responsibilities. 

In the early MABEL studies, some of the data sets were captured by hand on paper but this ‘system’ was gradually 
developed and improved in each new application. Today the measurement and data recording is advanced so that the 
collected data is recorded automatically and saved electronically on various instruments and laptop computers during the 
measurement. A large number of data files is generated. The MABEL technician collects the files and copies them in a 
defined structure onto the research server. The data is saved for future research-oriented analysis as well as for 
immediate project-specific investigation. 

1.2. Data processing for analysis 
In this step, the data collected is translated into a format, which makes it possible to assess its quality and enables an 
expert investigator to analyse the conditions represented. After the data is collected, it is reviewed with regard to data 
quality and missing data. It is also decided if the data is appropriate to generate the required information and to support 
the development of knowledge for the intended purpose. Data is presented in charts, diagrams and tables in a format 
appropriate for expert appraisal. Where appropriate, benchmarks are added, and analysis and evaluation models are 
used to enrich the significance of the data. 

In early MABEL projects, hand-collected data had to be entered into electronic data files in order to be processed and 
presented. The data processing was mainly performed with a spreadsheet calculation program (MS Excel) using macros 
programmed for this purpose. In early MABEL projects, the spreadsheets were constructed from the scratch, but in later 
projects spreadsheet templates were developed to be reused for recurrent analysis tasks. While this standardisation was 
an important step to improve the data processing and analysis capabilities, all data still had to be handled by hand. 

A MABEL project generates more than 400 data files (see Table 1). As the data files are generated with specialized 
equipment and proprietary instruments, files with various different data structures, timestamp formats and column 
separator types have to be processed. The workload of the data processing is defined through the complexity not only of 
the represented conditions but also through the various different file formats, and the repetitiveness of the task. For 
example, in the assessment of noise, 160 files have to be processed. This scope makes the processing cumbersome, 
time-consuming and error-prone. Additionally learning of effective data handling and processing is hindered, because 
MABEL projects are too far apart, and the staff members, often student research assistants, are often changing. 
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Table 1: Environmental parameters measured in a standard MABEL study 
instrument measurement files
weather station - time 

- direct illuminance 
- global illuminance 
- direct radiation 
- global radiation 
- diffuse radiation 
- wind direction 
- wind velocity 
- air temperature 
- relative humidity 
- pressure 
- precipitation 

1min, 15min intervals 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 

2

comfort cart
(survey) 

- time 
- relative humidity 
- carbon dioxide 
- globe temperature (0.1, 0.6, 1.1, 1.7m height) 
- air temperature (0.1, 0.6, 1.1, 1.7m height) 
- air velocity 

survey 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 

3

comfort cart 
(continuously) 

- time 
- relative humidity 
- carbon dioxide 
- globe temperature (0.1, 0.6, 1.1, 1.7m height) 
- air temperature (0.1, 0.6, 1.1, 1.7m height) 
- air velocity 

15min interval 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 
a, s, mn, mx 

3

air contaminants 
(VOC)

- time 
- volatile organic compounds 

1min interval 
a, mn, mx 

3

air contaminants  
(gas analyser) 

- time 
- temperature 
- carbon dioxide 
- carbon monoxide 
- SF6 (tracer gas) 
- acetone 
- water content 

4-5min interval 
a
a, mn, mx 
a, mn, mx 
a, mn, mx 
a, mn, mx 
a, mn, mx  

3

illuminance - time 
- illuminance on desk horizontal facing up 
- light colour on desk horizontal facing up 

survey 
a
a

80

luminance - time 
- 180° luminance photograph 

survey 160

reverberation time - time 
- reverberation time for octave frequency bands 

survey 
a, s 

3-6

noise - time 
- sound pressure for octave frequency bands 
- sound pressure/percentage of sample time 
- sound pressure/percentage of sample time 

survey 
a, mn, mx 
a
cumulative 

160

a: average, s: standard deviation, mn: minimum, mx: maximum

1.3. Data analysis 
Data analysis involves expert appraisal of the collected measurement. Often this step goes hand in hand with data 
processing, as the data representation is adapted to the current focus of the analysis. The processed data is reviewed in 
relation to benchmarks and evaluation models, which are either taken from performance standards and guidelines or set 
by the investigator in agreement with the client. 

Data analysis is conducted with the objective of understanding the environmental conditions represented. The data 
analysis determines decisions of how to present the environmental conditions and their analysis to the client and to other 
stakeholders. The appropriate content and the design of the final presentation are also determined in this step. 

1.4. Data processing for presentation 
This step brings the data and its representations into a form, which can effectively support the construction of knowledge 
for the various stakeholders of the building evaluation exercise. While in Step 2 the audience of the generated data 
representation were experts in the field of the investigation, in Step 4 the data is processed to be communicated to non-
expert with various backgrounds and objectives. The information is displayed in charts, tables and text sections and 
usually combined in a report document. 

1.5. Data presentation 
The data can be presented in various forms, for example as written report or in oral presentation. The way of 
presentation depends on the recipient (Burkhard 2005). The results of a MABEL project are usually presented in form of 
a comprehensive report. The report is pre-structured and its scope is defined through the measurement scheme, rather 
than as a response to a formulated problem (see process view in Figure 1). The charts and diagrams are meant to have 
a common and constant format across MABEL projects, but their actual design is still evolving with minor changes in 
every new project. As the communicated information is complex, the written report often has to be explained in person. 
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The MABEL data presentation has the objective to inform the construction of knowledge, which is then used as basis for 
design development or the identification of aspects, which have to be further investigated. In the latter case, the MABEL 
results are used to inform the design of the subsequent investigations. The standard MABEL report (at this stage) does 
not include recommended actions (see Step 7) but merely identifies and pinpoints malfunctions and performance short 
comings.

1.6. Knowledge construction 
During and after the data is presented, the recipients, who can be either specialized experts or non-experts in the field of 
environmental assessment, connect the newly-learned information with previous knowledge and understanding. The 
previous knowledge is influenced by the individual assessor’s general understanding and by the experience with the 
building under investigation, as well as by his or her objectives and analysis skills. The construction of knowledge is 
supported by the way information is presented and communicated. 

1.7. Action 
The action might be the change of the internal environment under investigation or the refinement of the investigation 
scheme. After a change is implemented, a new measurement project should be conducted in order to test its success or 
in order to identify further improvement potentials. Some MABEL projects have involved investigations before and after 
change was implemented in order to determine improvements of environmental performance. 

2. Rapid reporting system 

The computational system presented in this paper is capable of instantly translating the complex database of measured 
environmental conditions into multiple data representations and combines them in one automatically generated report 
document. The generated report includes charts, tables, pictures and evaluative text sections representing the measured 
environmental conditions under application of relevant performance evaluation models. It also includes general text 
sections and it is readily formatted as a complete report document. It can be reviewed, edited, printed and disseminated. 
It has the objective to support Steps 2 to 5 in the process depicted in Figure 1.  

The system was implemented in C++ for a Microsoft Windows environment. The generated report is saved in html 
format. The report can be displayed using a web browser and can be edited with a conventional word processing 
program. The charts and tables are saved in jpg format and are linked into the html-document. 

The objective of the development of this rapid reporting system is to demonstrate that the data processing and data 
handling in such building diagnostic projects can be simplified and that the benefit of environmental measurement can be 
significantly increased through computer-driven data presentation, analysis, evaluation and report writing.  

The application of the tool and the processing of data with its functions are depicted in Figure 2. The MABEL raw data 
database is depicted on the left side. The aspects of investigation and the number of files for each aspect in this raw data 
database are given in Table 1. The data is read into the rapid reporting system with import functions, individually 
programmed for each file type. The interface is developed to reduce the handwork needed between measurement and 
data processing. If the data is available on the server in the correct structure and format, the data import is started with a 
click on a button and then performed automatically.  

In particular addition to the measured data, a project description file is read which defines the project and allows the 
specification of a project measurement scheme. For example, the number of zones and measurement locations and the 
measurements taken at each location is defined in this project file. 

In the process of reading the data, the program checks if the data is available on the server, it writes a protocol file and 
generates the required file structures in case they are not available on the server. The protocol file can be used as a  
checklist to prepare the missing data before processing. 

In the next step the user can either display single data representations on the screen and save these representations 
into single files or he/she can choose a number of representations, which are to be included in an automatically 
generated report document. When this option is chosen, the report generation is started with a click on a button, the 
report is generated and saved as an html-document, and the graphical data representations are saved as jpg files and 
linked into the report. Additionally data files can be generated with common files structures, column separator type and 
time stamp formats. These files can be used for further processing with conventional spreadsheet programs and they are 
the basis for the MABEL research database. The design of data representation is hard-coded and cannot be changed 
during the application of the reporting system.  
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Figure 2: Process model of rapid reporting system 

3. Discussion of development and application 

The rapid reporting system was developed and refined during application to MABEL projects between August 2006 and 
June 2007. Although a wide range of the intended functionality is now implemented the refinement and development of 
the program is ongoing and is expected to evolve further. The rapid reporting system has the objective to support Steps 
2 to 5 in the process depicted in Figure 1. 

The interface between Steps 1 and 2 is advanced, so that the effort required to prepare the data before it is read into the 
system is reduced as far as possible. The MABEL technician made some minor changes to the previous data base 
structure (file structure on the server) to accommodate the needs of the systems interface. A file-naming convention was 
introduced and used in recent projects. This allows the system to find the files on the server and to relate their content to 
the project context. The functions implemented in the system to read the different files types were programmed to ease 
the preparation of the data before processing and to accommodate the existing data structure with as little manual data 
handling as possible. The interface has been implemented successfully and the work required can now be performed to 
a great extent by the MABEL technician.   

In one case, the internal structure of the illuminance file was changed because of a change in the instrument set-up. This 
change was not communicated to the programmer and therefore not considered when the data was processed. The 
error was easily discovered, when the resulting charts were reviewed.  

Some instruments write default data codes outputs when problems or special conditions occur, for example when an 
instrument is switched on. Such data errors show up in the output data representations and can be easily located and 
rectified by hand. Automatic functions to suppress such data errors have not been implemented in the system at this 
stage.

The readings recorded by the illuminance meter converge against a constant value after a new measurement is started. 
One measurement therefore comprises enough readings to achieve a constant value. The data interface is programmed 
to discard the first lines of the file to account for this characteristic of the instrument. 

A drawback in the application of the reporting system is the inflexibility of the implemented data processing functions and 
data representation. At the beginning all parameters of the representation, such as axis scale parameters and evaluation 
model parameters, except the measured data, were hard-coded and could not be changed during the application. In 
response to a client’s request to change the clothing value (clo) and the activity value (met) in the assessment of thermal 
comfort a new functionality to change these parameters during the analysis was added to the program.  

In other cases, where small changes of the representation were necessary, for example, when measured values 
exceeded the initially set axis range of a diagram, the function to generate this diagram was duplicated and the copy was 
adjusted to meet the identified requirements. The functions to generate both versions were kept in the program as it was 
assumed that the initially-designed chart might still be useful for future projects. Rather than deleting diagram versions 
the database of representations was extended to compensate for the inflexibility of the program through provision a rich 
choice of representation options. This strategy is supported through the automatic processing capabilities implemented 
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in the program. The number of data representations (charts, tables, text sections) generated does not influence the 
amount of work needed for the application of the reporting system and the computational processing time increases only 
marginally when more representations are generated.   

Another problem was perceived in the development of new data representations. Because only the author is able to 
implement changes in the reporting system using C++ and because these changes are hard-coded, interactive adaptive 
development of new representations by other MABEL team members was hindered. The author suggested drafting, for 
example, new chart designs on paper or to use a commonly available spreadsheet calculation program (MS Excel) for 
the development of new representational prototypes before a final version is implemented in the system. However, this 
procedure was seldom exercised. The reason for this could be that the need for new representation is only perceived 
while writing a report and here is not enough time for such strategic developments.  

The initial data preparation and processing in Step 2 (see Figure 1) was performed in recent projects short time after the 
measurement was taken (Step 1) and the representations were made available rapidly to all team members. However, 
the data analysis (Step 3) and the report writing (Step 5) was performed together some time after the measurement. 
Therefore, data processing for analysis and data processing for presentation (Steps 2 and 4) had to be performed 
together and at least parts of Step 2 had to be performed again. As the project schedule was now advanced, insufficient 
time was available for the programming of desired changes. It is obvious that the human-reporting system interfaces 
between Step 2 and 3 and between Step 4 and 5 require further improvement.  

It is believed that better integration on this side of the process can be achieved by extending the database of 
representation functions in the program and by development of a report template, so that the required representations 
can be supplied without new implementation in each project. This requires a structured and strategic approach towards 
report writing and a designed report structure, which is maintained over multiple projects. It also requires the design and 
implementation of enough data representation to satisfy the demand identified while writing the report. 

Another way to achieve better integration of the rapid reporting system in the process is to enable the team member 
responsible for writing the report to process the data with the reporting system. This is only possible when the 
development of the program is far enough advanced, so that no further changes are required, during its application. 
Another condition for the transfer of this data processing task to other team members is that the reporting system is 
understood and appreciated as a useful tool, rather than accepted as a constraint to the flexibility in the report writing 
task. If this condition cannot be met, then data processing will revert to using the time-consuming and expensive practice 
of conventional data processing tools, such as MS Excel. 

In the current implementation, an automatic report writing function is implemented. This function generates a report 
document in html-format with charts, tables, pictures and automatically generated text sections. The automatically 
generated report replicates the structure of the hand-written project report and includes the general text sections, cover 
sheet and appendices of a conventionally generated report. However, as it was not possible to implement some of the 
editing functions that are available in the conventional document template (MS Word), such as page numbers and 
footers and headers, the computer-generated report has not been used for final report writing at this stage. Another 
problem was that graphical data representations were saved as jpg-files and linked as external files to the html report file 
rather than embedded as graphic object in the report file. 

The rapidly generated document with all data presentations was used (at least) in one recent project for early data 
processing, comprehensive appraisal of building performance (Step 2 and 3) and for the development of a 
comprehensive representation design for further project reports. Although the application of the tool is still not fully 
integrated in the process of report writing, its potential benefits have been demonstrated.  

The rapid reporting system is a tool to handle the enormous amount of data generated with MABEL equipment. Although 
initially only the generation of charts and diagrams for MABEL projects reports was intended, the same functions also 
provide other research opportunities. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Measurement of multidimensional indoor environmental quality (thermal, visual, aural, indoor air quality) in office 
environments, conducted by the Mobile Architecture and Built Environment Laboratory (MABEL) at Deakin University, 
generates a vast amount of data. This data is saved digitally in over 400 separate files with diverse formats and column 
separator types. The data handling, processing and report generation is time consuming, expensive and error-prone. 
Therefore the generated database is usually not analysed completely and the full benefit of such a comprehensive and 
expensive environmental assessment is not fully realized. 

This paper presents a computational system capable of instantly translating the complex database of measured 
environmental conditions generated by MABEL into multiple data representations and combines them in one 
automatically-generated report. The report includes charts, tables, pictures and evaluative text sections representing the 
measured environment. It is also readily formatted as a complete document, which can be reviewed, edited, printed and 
disseminated. 
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The development of the rapid reporting system has demonstrated that the data processing and handling in such building 
diagnostic projects can be simplified and that the benefit of environmental measurement can be significantly increased 
through computer-driven data presentation, analysis, evaluation and report writing. The development and application of 
the rapid reporting system demonstrates that the following benefits can be realists: 

 significant reduction of manual data processing and data handling, 
 review and analysis of results immediately after the measurement, 
 more extensive analysis of the available data, 
 application of more complex evaluation models, 
 integrated assessment of data from different files and instruments, 
 generation of multiple alternative representation for different target groups, 
 enforcement of a structured investigation scheme, and 
 avoidance of processing errors through programmed and tested data handling functions. 

The application of the tool for standard MABEL projects is discussed in this paper. While the benefits were demonstrated 
through application in several projects, also some drawbacks were identified and described in this paper. These were 
mainly related to inflexibility of the application of representation functions in generating desired data representations and 
in the development of new data representations designs on the side of the reporting system. In addition, they were 
related to an inability to accommodate the structure imposed by the rigid implementation of the reporting system in the 
project workflow and by the customization of the tools previously used for the reporting task.  

Although multiple benefits of the reporting system have already been realized in recent MABEL projects, its application is 
not yet fully understood, accepted and supported by all team members. More benefits can be expected when tool 
implementation and the workflow are further integrated and the potential significance of the rapid reporting system is 
acknowledged by all MABEL team members. However, if these improvements cannot be achieved, one can expect that 
the analysis and reporting of measured environmental conditions will need to revert to the time-consuming and 
expensive practice of using conventional data processing tools. 
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